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Catch them young! A wide body of research proves
that what kids learn at an early age stays with them
• Advertisers know this better than
us.
• TV and now digital media are
primary channels to talk to kids
• From using cartoon characters to
celebrity endorsements – through
programs, games, e-books, music
videos – it’s a multi-billion$ industry
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Source: www.commsensemedia.org
https://developingchild.harvard.edu

“It’s not whether children learn from media – its
what they learn from media” – Joan Ganz Cooney
• Children under 7 cannot
distinguish between editorial
and advertising content
• Helping kids understand how
advertising works can help
protect them better
• Teaching them about privacy
and cybersecurity
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• Facilitated viewing is always
advised for young children
• Control and contain – India is
largely a single TV home – kids
watch everything
• Low digital literacy amongst
parents
• Lack of quality resources for
parents (e.g. Admongo)

“Kuch Meetha ho jaye”: Culturally we love to
eat and we eat junk most of the time
• Fat kids are cute kids
• Media is shaping body image
• Anything ‘cooked at home’ is healthy –
even if it’s Maggi!
• TV, phones and pads have taken over
playgrounds and safe spaces for kids
• No regulations in schools or around
schools on availability of junk food
and soft drinks
• Organic, pesticide free, non-GMO
food are expensive and unaffordable
by a large section of the population
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Photo credit: Atul Loke for The New York Times

Source: https://www.nytimes.com/2017/12/26/health/india-diabetes-junk-food.html

Parent education is key to a healthy child
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• Teach kids about food that can help
them ‘Go, Grow, and Glow’
• Make sure healthy food is the
default setting for your family table
• Role model: show kids what ‘eating
right” looks like. If you hate Karela
chances are your kid will too
• Avoid calling foods ‘good’ or ‘bad’ –
instead help them understand what
are sometime food and what are
anytime food

With great power comes great responsibility
• India is way behind the world in
instituting a policy / guideline
to either broadcasters,
manufacturers or advertising
agencies
• While most children’s TV
channels do follow the
international norms – India is
still a single TV home market
• Alternative food advertising is
invisible on mass media (on-air
and online)
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https://www.aph.gov.au/About_Parliament/Parliamentary_Departments/Parliamentary_Library/pubs/rp/rp1011/11rp09#_Toc282609508

In Summary

https://youtu.be/5ahMQwxN9Js
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